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Sardar Randeep Singh Nabha

I

lrus

"Llouse reconmends

I

i

to the state Govt. to take steps to

provide standard and cheaper health $ervices to tho people of
the state and also open Govt. shops in the civil Hospitals to
provide medicines, particularly generic medicines, at low

I

i
I
i

costs.

[No:i21)
z

Shri Som Parkash

This House strongly recornrnends to the State Gorrt. to enact

a

law in Punjab on the pattern of Maharashtra Government to
prevent the exploitation of a particular Class of sociefy due to

growing superstitions and beliefs in the State so that effective
steps can be taken against such incidents in the society.

[No:192)
it
i

Professor Balj inder

J.

Karr

This House recommends to the Government to

make

provision for registration of marriages solemnized by taking

four 'Lawan' in the presence of Sri Guru Granth Sahib Ji

as

per the Sikh tenets by making amendments tn the Marriage

Act

enacted

in 1909 and recognition be accorded to the

certificate issued undsr this Act within the country

and

abroad.

(l'{o:227)
I

A

41.

Snrdar Nazar Singh Manshatria

This House recommends to the State Govt. to

:

necessary funds

I

provide

to the Members of Punjab Vidhan

Sabha

annualiy on the pattern of other States of India for undertaking
development work in their respective Constituencies.

${o:152)
t

Sardar Kulwant Singh Pandori

This Houses recommends to the

Government that

Govemment/Departments should make arrangements for

shifting the electricity lines without any charges throughout
the State under one time relief scheme with an aim to get the

electricity wires removed passing overhead in the residential
areas.

(No:21

1

)

P.r. n

Sardar Flarminder Singh

Gill

This House recourmends
to the state Govt. to take steps
to
provide standard and
cheaper health services
to the people of
the state and arso open
Govt. shops in the civ'Hospitals
to
provide medicines, particurarly
generie medicines, at
low

costs.

Sardarrate@

(No:I34)
This Hous

law in Punjab on the pattern
of Maharashtra Government to
prevent the exproitation
of a particurar crass of society
due to
growing superstitions and
beliefs in the state so fhat effective
steps can be taken against
such incidents in fhe sociefy.

Shri Rakesh Fandev

(No:193)
This House

policy to channelize the energies
of the youth
development

of

towards

vocationar skffs and prevent them
from the
abuse of drugs/intoxicants.
Shri Dalvir Singh coldy

(No:180)

This Hour"
provide standard and cheaper
health services to the people of
the state and arso open Govt. shops
in the civil Hospitars to
provide medicines,
Farticurarly generic medicines, at row
costs.

This Hou*.

{No:128)

t**o**

provide standard and cheaper health
services to the people of
the state and arso open Gofi. shops in
the civil Hospitals to
provide medicines, particularry generic
medicines, at low
costs.

[No:133)
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